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I absolutely love researching and
developing great activities to adapt
to our STEM Camp themes! This year
we added a team of developers to
assist and have even created a
research and production studio at
Head Oﬀice for video creation. Our
themes are very gender neutral and I
am proud to say there are exciting
activities for everyone. Thank you to
all our parents who provide
feedback that makes my job easier.
It may interest you to know that
every activity is designed with
educational outcomes and these are
communicated to parents at camp
level on the Activity Board when you
sign in - check it out.
Check out our website for
information on special guests at
various locations.
Yours in STEM!
- Leanne Ford, Education Director
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Activity Spotlight

Activity Spotlight

Fact or Fiction Week is full of
wild and crazy things in the
world of STEM that may be
fact or may be fiction such as
beavers being relocated by
parachutes or the existence of
quicksand. Your child will be
challenged to build or recreate the parachutes and the
quicksand and through these
challenges, determine for
themselves what is fact and
what is fiction!

STEM Camp has teamed up
with the Canadian Space
Agency to oﬀer your child an
incredible week of STEM and
space adventure in celebration
of David Saint Jacques new
mission to the International
Space Station taking place in
November 2018!
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We’ll show campers how to
send a message of support to
David!

Medieval Times Week

Wonders of the World Week

Create a Watch Tower
Make your Own Sundial
Medieval Math
Might Fling a Thing
Moat Float
Tournament of Games
Build a Castle Wall
Trebuchet Away
Medieval Medicine
Family Crest
Make a Sword
Who Stole the King’s Horse
Medieval Torches
Bow and Arrow

Biomes of the World/Create a Shelter, Build the Grand Canyon, Can
We Stop Erosion, Discovering Layers of the Earth, Finding Shelter in
Forest, Let’s Reduce By Catch, The Wonder of Nature, The Great
Barrier Reef
Space Week
Build a Space Suit, Build a Communication Device, Moon Rock
Challenge, Craters on the Moon, Does Space Really Eﬀect My
Height, Exploding Meteorites, Space Physicist, What Technology
Came True?
Check out our website for new activity releases and
announcements: stemcamp.ca

Check out our website for new
activity releases and
announcements: stemcamp.ca
Note: Activities and guests are
subject to change depending
on retailer supply levels, guest
availability & host facility rules
and regulations.
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Fact or Fiction Week

GUESTS

Design a Prosthetic for an
Injured Animal - Learn about
sanctuaries and build a
prosthetic for a stuﬀy
Quick Sand - Learn about
quick sand and if it really does
exist, make some quicksand
and find the best formation to
mimic quicksand
Help Relocate the Beavers Design parachutes to move
beavers to a new location
Can Beavers Really Stop
Water? - Learn about beaver
dams and try to create your
own

We are currently working hard to get special guest commitments
for as many of our locations as possible. We have gained some
wonderful new connections this past year and we are looking
forward to working with these companies and getting them to
come visit our camps!
NOTE THAT NOT EVERY LOCATION AND EVERY WEEK WILL HAVE A
GUEST. Check the website frequently for updates on special guests
in your location: stemcamp.ca
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